LONG FORM:
LIMBS is a post-hardcore outfit hailing from Tampa Bay, Florida. Originally formed in
2013 under a different moniker, LIMBS released their debut album entitled ‘Dead Ends’
before undergoing a fairly drastic lineup change. After taking eight months for
reformation, LIMBS regrouped and released their sophomore release ‘Admission,’ in
late 2014, to copious amounts of positive feedback.
In 2015, LIMBS toured the DIY circuits relentlessly, and released two independent
singles. In March of 2015, LIMBS released the first single entitled ‘Poison,’ again
receiving immense positive feedback. Two months later, in May of 2015, LIMBS released
their second single of the year entitled ‘Ruin.’
In 2016, LIMBS ventured on a southeastern tour with Saosin and also performed at the
South By So What?! Music Festival in Dallas, Texas. The band recorded a 3 song EP
entitled ‘SLEEP,’ mixed by Beau Burchell (Saosin) and mastered by Mike Kalajian –
released in April of 2017.
In 2017, LIMBS joined up with Royal Division Entertainment for management, and soon
set out to support Envy on the Coast on select dates in the southeast. Following that,
the band trekked across the country supporting Hail The Sun on their nationwide
headliner. In September of 2017, LIMBS announced their signing to Equal Vision
Records. Their recently released EP, ‘SLEEP,’ has now been re-recorded under the
production of Tim McTague (Underoath), remixed by Beau Burchell, and will be rereleased by Equal Vision Records featuring new songs not heard on the previous
rendition.
As the latter half of 2017 approaches a new year, the band has no plans to slow down; a
fall tour in support of their re-released EP, and winter recording plans are already set.
Catch LIMBS’ energetic performance at one of their upcoming shows, and make sure to
stay connected with the band through all social media outlets!

SHORT FORM:
LIMBS is a post-hardcore outfit hailing from Tampa Bay, Florida. Drawing influence from
artists such as Norma Jean, Every Time I Die, and Underoath, this Florida-raised 5-piece
is determined to make their imprint on modern day post-hardcore listeners. Having
formed in 2013 under a different moniker, and rebranding in 2014, the band has
accomplished a lot in a short amount of time. LIMBS has toured the country with
respectable artists such as Saosin, Envy on the Coast, Hail the Sun, Capsize, Young and
Heartless, Eidola, and others. Their reissued EP, ‘SLEEP,’ being released by Equal Vision
Records, is produced by Tim McTague of Underoath and is mixed by Beau Burchell of
Saosin. With 2017’s developmental plan already iron-clad, LIMBS prepares for 2018 as
they embark soon on a fall tour in support of their first label release, and then venture
to Los Angeles to record their debut LP. Make sure to catch LIMBS’ energetic
performance at one of their upcoming shows, and make sure to stay connected with the
band through all social media outlets!

